PROJECT

CODE

Nagold

IBG 17-18

Project details
Code: IBG 17-18

Date: 2018-07-08 / 2018-07-24

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Nagold
Type of work: Festival (FEST) - Environmental (ENVI) - Manual work (MANU)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: NAGOLD
Address: Nagold
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
The youth centre of Nagold is one of the oldest partners of IBG. For more than twenty years, they have been
organizing work camps with us inviting volunteers to support the centre with different renovation and cleaning tasks,
making a movie about work camps or organizing festivals.
Work:
This year, work camp volunteers will be helping out at a culture festival in Nagold. Local clubs and associations will
be participating in the festival and you will be helping them with preparations for music, dance and international food.
On other days, you will work on various environmental tasks within the community of Nagold.
Accomodation and food:
The group will be staying in the YOUZ youth centre. Two sleeping rooms with beds and a large kitchen are provided.
Please bring a sleeping bag! Showers are available at the swimming pool nearby. Take a look at the youth centre
here:
http://www.youznagold.de/YOUZ2012/wordpress/
Location and leisure:
Nagold is situated in the beautiful Black Forest and has about 22,000 inhabitants. The youth centre, located in the
inner city of Nagold, is a popular meeting point for young people aged 14 to 20. Beside many other possibilities to
spend time in the youth centre you will find rooms and equipment to play music, to dance, to take videos and plenty
of other things to do in your leisure time. Trips to Stuttgart and Tuebingen, hiking in the Black Forest, horse riding,
swimming and playing beach volleyball are only some of the possible activities. Local youth will be around at almost
all times, so participants can look forward to getting in touch with them.
Additional information
Location:
Nagold

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

STR
Nagold
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PROJECT

CODE

Krumbach

IBG 20-18

Project details
Code: IBG 20-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-07-28

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Krumbach
Type of work: Renovation (RENO) - Environmental (ENVI) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: KRUMBACH
Address: Krumbach
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
The town of Krumbach wants to support and strengthen its Youth Centre: It is a building at the outskirts of Krumbach
where young people may meet, spend their free time and enjoy concerts that are organised by the youngsters
themselves. Now they would like to improve the area around the building and create a small park with benches and
a fireplace.
Work:
There’s a detailed plan, how the area is supposed to look like – now it is your task to realize the project! That
includes setting up benches, planting, and installing the fireplace, and so on. Also, the project will finish with the
annual Summer Festivity, that takes place on Friday 27th. You are very welcome to support this event as well, e.g.
with cooking dishes that are typical for your country.
Accomodation and food:
You are accommodated in the Youth Centre itself: There’s a big room, where camp beds will be set up for you, one
small room, a kitchen and toilets. To shower, the town organizes a solar shower and you will receive free entry in the
local public swimming pool (ten minutes by bike – they will provide them for you).
Location and leisure:
Krumbach is a Bavarian town with about 13.000 inhabitants. It has a nice city centre with a historical town hall, a
small river and all shops and facilities you might need. Krumbach is located in a rural area; however, you can easily
reach very worth-seeing cities like Ulm, Augsburg and Munich by train.
Additional information
Location:
Krumbach

Remarks
You need to be able to ride a bike.

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

MUC
Krumbach (Schwab)
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PROJECT

CODE

Lauterbach

IBG 21-18

Project details
Code: IBG 21-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-08-04

Total places: 1

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Lauterbach
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI) - Manual work (MANU)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: SCHRAMBERG
Address: Schramberg
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
This is the 10th time that the community of Lauterbach invites a workcamp! Above all, the local host is very happy to
be supported by a workcamp at different environmental and construction tasks in a nature protection area!
Work:
A variety of tasks are waiting for your help. One task will be the maintenance of a hiking trail in the forest. So-called
“neophytes” (invasive non-native vegetation) need to be removed in the nature protection area. You will cut and
clear those plants. Furthermore, cleaning and clearing of vegetation needs to be done in biotopes like ponds and
tarns. You will, most likely, also repair fences and maintain grasslands around fruit trees. Be prepared for hard
physical work! Due to working in damp and steep areas (ponds), rubber boots and/or sturdy shoes are necessary for
working effectively!
Accomodation and food:
The workcamp team will stay in a nice community house in the middle of the forest, where you can find sanitary
facilities, showers and a good equipped kitchen. You can have a look at their website: http://moosenmaettleweb.de.
There are 4-bed-rooms for you. Due to the position of the house in a rural area, it is likely that there will not be
access to internet and no coverage for mobile phones. Just be prepared to spend three wonderful, adventurous
weeks away from your busy and usual everyday life!
Location and leisure:
Lauterbach is situated in the heart of the Black Forest nature park, close to Schramberg and the town Rottweil.
There are many possibilities to hike and experience nature first hand. Just step out the door and find yourself
surrounded by beautiful nature! On weekends, you’ll have the chance to visit Rottweil or the university town of
Freiburg.
Additional information
Location:
Schramberg

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

STR
Hausach
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PROJECT

CODE

National Park Hunsrueck I

IBG 24-18

Project details
Code: IBG 24-18

Date: 2018-07-22 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: National Park Hunsrueck I
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: DEUSELBACH
Address: Deuselbach
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
The National Nature Park Hunsrueck-Hochwald is the newest German National Park to protect nature. The park was
just founded in 2015. The landscape is dominated by huge forests, steep hills, small brooks and ponds, rocks and
moors. Only small hamlets interrupt the nature, a perfect region for plenty of different species but also for hiking.
Within this National Park you will work under the supervision of several Park Rangers to care for special moors
situated on the slopes of the hill. These moors are an important and valuable natural CO2 storage. Most of them
were drained with ditches in the last century to use it as forests. The rangers use different measures to bring back
the special character of this place and keep the water in the marshes. Many different species (especially amphibians
and special plants) already returned. This workcamp will continue this mission and will take place in cooperation with
the National Nature Park Hunsrueck-Hochwald and the Foundation for Nature and Environment RP. As second task
you will support the maintenance of the game park situated in this National Nature Park.
Work:
Protect the nature and support the natural CO2 storage! The main task will be in the moors: Under the supervision of
several Park Rangers you will realise different measures to keep the water in the moors and to undo the drainage of
the area by blocking or filling ditches or by building small wooden barriers. You will be able to discover many rare
species which already returned. In addition you will work on the game park of Wildenburg Castle. Here you can find
wolves, deer, wild boars, wildcats, mouflons and many other animals. Your task will mainly be to renew wooden
fences and elements to protect small trees from damage through the animals. Attention: The work might be
physically hard and you will get wet and muddy for sure! Please bring hiking boots, rubber boots and working
clothes.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in the community centre of Deuselbach. The accommodation is spacious, has a huge kitchen including
a dish-washer and a living room, toilets and showers. There is one big sleeping room with camping beds.
Location and leisure:
The workcamp will take places in the western part of RP. You will stay in Deuselbach, a small village with 160
inhabitants. The local villagers are very much interested to welcome you, many parties and events will happen.
Deuselbach has a pub but no shops. The next bigger village (Thalfang) is 4km far, here you can find everything you
need (shops, swimming pool…). There are also many tourists in the area as it is well known for hiking all over the
year and for skiing in winter. The next bigger city it Trier (40 km), the oldest Germany city with many Roman sights,
a huge cathedral and plenty of this to do (vineyard, shopping, clubs…). For sure you will visit Trier, but due to the
poor public transport the number of excursions will be very limited.
Additional information
Location:
Deuselbach
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PROJECT

CODE

National Park Hunsrueck I

IBG 24-18

Remarks
This is a special project for nature lovers and people interested in nature protection work. You will get wet and dirty.

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

FRA
Neubrücke (Nahe)
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PROJECT

CODE

Graefelfing

IBG 25-18

Project details
Code: IBG 25-18

Date: 2018-07-23 / 2018-08-01

Total places: 1

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Graefelfing
Type of work: Festival (FEST) - Manual work (MANU)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: GRÄFELFING
Address: Gräfelfing
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
Since 1978, the Kulturfestival Graefelfing (www.kulturfestival.de) has taken place every two years on the first
weekend of the summer holidays in a big park between Graefelfing and Munich. It is run by a local non-profit
organization and it is free of charge. It will be the third time that the festival is supported by international volunteers.
This year, the festival itself will be from the 26th until the 29th of July and about 15,000 visitors are expected
throughout the whole event. There will be 4 different stages for the program of different types of music, theatre,
dance and programs for children. In case of bad weather, the whole festival will take place inside big tents.
Work:
The workcamp will help the organizers in all phases of the festival. The main tasks will be setting up of all facilities at
the festival site as well as the disassembly at the end. While the festival is running, the volunteers will assist in
different areas: bar, stage, organisation, catering etc. You will work closely with the people from the association.
Volunteers should be flexible enough to work long and unusual hours and enjoy music. Speaking or understanding
basic German will be a plus.
Accomodation and food:
TBC. Because the festival is taking place in a very urban area, it is difficult for the organisers to find accommodation
for the volunteers. In the past volunteers were staying at a youth club, in an empty house or had a home stay at
several members of the local team. Everything is possible and please note that arrangements might change and that
everything is improvised - a typical festival experience!
Location and leisure:
The small garden city of Graefelfing is 1,250 years old. The townscape is famous for its many villas from the
beginning of the last century. Graefelfing has about 13,000 inhabitants and is situated very close to Munich (18min
by S-train from Munich Central Station). Please be aware that during the duration of the workcamp there will not be
much time for trips to Munich, even though it is very close. If you are interested in the touristic site of Munich, please
plan some time before or after the camp.
Additional information
Location:
Gräfelfing

Remarks
We ask for a motivation letter to be sent with the application!
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PROJECT

CODE

Graefelfing

IBG 25-18

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

MUC
Graefelfing
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PROJECT

CODE

Heilsbronn

IBG 26-18

Project details
Code: IBG 26-18

Date: 2018-07-28 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Heilsbronn
Type of work: Renovation (RENO) - Environmental (ENVI) - Manual work (MANU)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: HEILSBRONN
Address: Heilsbronn
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
After the success of the projects in the last ten years, the town of Heilsbronn is looking forward to hosting another
work camp this year. The town hall is a big fan of work camps and international groups and has already introduced
other neighbouring cities to the work camp idea as well. In this year’s project different construction and
environmental tasks await you in and around this beautiful town in Bavaria.
Work:
You will help with the maintenance of the Vita Parcours fitness trail. Your task will mainly be to clear the trail of overgrown plants. Besides, you will set up gardening spaces in the “Naturlehrgarten”, a park that includes several
stations which explain environmental issues to the visitors. In this park you might plant herbs and trees as well as
set up new paths. Last but not least, there will be plenty of cleaning work to do for you along the famous St. James'
Way.
Accomodation and food:
You will be accommodated in the local youth club called “JUZ”. The building includes a kitchen and all necessary
facilities. Please bring a sleeping bag! The local youth who normally visit the club are looking forward to welcoming
you and getting to know the international volunteers.
Location and leisure:
Heilsbronn with its 9300 inhabitants is located in the idyllic Bavarian region called „Franken“ (“Franconia”). The town
lies along the path known as “the Way to St. James” or “Camino de Santiago”. For this reason, the town is frequently
visited by tourists as well as pilgrims. Apart from the traditional, half-timbered houses the town offers a few unique
sites, such as the Romanesque monastery and the local cathedral. A guided tour might be organised for you.
Besides, the town arranges free entrance to the outdoor swimming pool for you. Nature-lovers can find several
hiking trails in the beautiful surrounding landscape. The beautiful cities of Nuremberg, Bamberg and Rothenburg ob
der Tauber are not too far away either and might be visited on weekends.
Additional information
Location:
Heilsbronn

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

NUE
Heilsbronn
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PROJECT

CODE

Bahlingen

IBG 28-18

Project details
Code: IBG 28-18

Date: 2018-07-28 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Bahlingen
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: BAHLINGEN KAISERSTUHL
Address: Bahlingen Kaiserstuhl
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
For the fifth time Bahlingen is looking forward to welcoming an international workcamp. Various interesting tasks in
water and nature conservation await you this year. While working and also in your free time you can enjoy the
beautiful nature in the region, but you will also have the possibility to visit nearby towns in Germany, France and
Switzerland.
Work:
Volunteers will support the local workers in the renaturation and maintenance of local rivers as well as in the removal
of invasive plants (which is necessary to protect the local nature). Besides, you will help to take care of the so called
“Loesshohlwege“ (loess hollow ways), which are very typical in this region and important habitats for plants and
animals. All tasks in this project will have professional instruction.
Accomodation and food:
You will be accommodated in the local gym: There is lots of space, a huge kitchen and showers are available.
Location and leisure:
Bahlingen is a small town in the south-west of Germany. It is located next to the Black Forest, at the foot of
“Kaiserstuhl”, a well-known German mountain range. Bahlingen itself and the surrounding area are famous for its
vineyards. Very close-by, the university town Freiburg is worth seeing. Besides, you could visit Strasbourg, the
Alsatian capital in France (70km), and Basel, the 3rd biggest city in Switzerland (80km).
Additional information
Location:
Bahlingen Kaiserstuhl

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

STR
Bahlingen
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PROJECT

CODE

Niefern-Oeschelbronn

IBG 32-18

Project details
Code: IBG 32-18

Date: 2018-08-04 / 2018-08-18

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Niefern-Oeschelbronn
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: NIEFERN-ÖSCHELBRONN
Address: Niefern-Öschelbronn
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Niefern-Oeschelbronn is a small town in the South-West of Germany; it consists of the two districts Niefern and
Oeschelbronn. This year, the town is going to host its first international workcamp! Therefore, they are cooperating
with a local association that already runs two “forest kindergartens” in the area. In September, they want to start
another one in Oeschelbronn. The idea behind forest kindergartens is that the small children and their kindergarten
teachers spend almost every day outside in the forest. The close contact with nature helps the children to develop
into healthier, emotionally stable and creative personalities.
Work:
It will be your task to help preparing the area that will be used for the kindergarten. Therefore various equipment is
needed: A place with a roof, a fence, a meeting / breakfast place, and so on. They have lots of ideas what could be
done! To keep the impact on the forest low, all these things will be constructed with natural materials: mostly wood,
stones, etc. To get an idea, you can have a look on their existing kindergartens here: http://www.wichtelwaldkinder.de/waldkindergarten-heimsheim/
Accomodation and food:
The town provides a 100sqm flat in the center of Oeschelbronn. There are four rooms with camp beds, a kitchen, a
shower and a bathroom. You will have the possibility to use the showers in the town’s gym as well, if you want to
use additional ones.
From the accommodation, it is just a few hundred meters to the next supermarket; your work place, at the edge of
the forest, is about 15 minutes by foot.
Location and leisure:
Niefern-Oeschelbronn is a small community, but it offers everything you need. It is surrounded by nature and close
to the town of Pforzheim and the Unesco World Heritage Site “Maulbronn Monastery”. The cities of Karlsruhe and
Stuttgart are both not far, as well as the Black Forest where you can go hiking.
Additional information
Location:
Niefern-Öschelbronn

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

STR
Niefern (Niefern-Oeschelbronn)
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PROJECT

CODE

Berglen

IBG 34-18

Project details
Code: IBG 34-18

Date: 2018-08-05 / 2018-08-19

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Berglen
Type of work: Manual work (MANU) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: BERGLEN
Address: Berglen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
This summer the community of Berglen welcomes its sixth group of international volunteers already! In the hills of
south-western Germany the work camp team will help renovate and improve playgrounds in the Berglen area where
local kids spend their afternoons.
Work:
You will help renovate and renew local playgrounds. Together with the “Bauhof” (builders’ yard) team you will mainly
be working on the renovation, maintenance and construction of new playground equipment, e.g. building a new
playing hut for the kids. Other tasks may also need the team’s creativity and handy-work.
Accomodation and food:
The work camp group will be staying at the local youth club. In the club’s house you will have access to a kitchen
and all necessary sanitary facilities. Please bring your own sleeping bag!
Location and leisure:
Berglen is a small community with around 6,100 inhabitants located 30 km from Stuttgart, the capital of the state of
Baden-Wurttemberg. Surrounded by orchards, forests, fields and meadows, the community of Berglen consists of
many small villages and farms. The idyllic countryside and location have become a popular recreation area. The
cities of Stuttgart, Heidelberg or Tuebingen can be visited on a weekend trip from here.
Additional information
Location:
Berglen

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

STR
Winnenden
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PROJECT

CODE

Butzweiler

IBG 35-18

Project details
Code: IBG 35-18

Date: 2018-08-08 / 2018-08-22

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Butzweiler
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: BUTZWEILER
Address: Butzweiler
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Butzweiler is a village not far from Trier, the oldest German city. A local group of volunteers started an initiative to
revalue a canyon full of trees crossing the village. Up to now this canyon has no function in the village life, now they
want to install together with the international workcamp an educational forest trail and places to rest in green and the
shadow.
Work:
You will mainly work in the canyon “Butzerbachgraben” crossing the village. It has been a real jungle, so they
already started to do some forest work to make it accessible again. Your tasks will be to improve several hundred
meters of the path leading through the canyon (construct wooden steps and handrails, install educational panels and
build up places to rest (with wooden benches). If there is time enough, you might also create an outdoor classroom
for the primary school nearby. You will work with some local volunteers; therefore you will also work on Saturdays
(as many locals are available) but will have another day off during the week. The work can be physically hard in
parts and you will get dirty. But you will work in the shadow which can be quite helpful in summer.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in several rooms of the village community centre. These cosy rooms in the top floor are usually
dedicated to the local youth or to local associations. One room will become the living room, the other one the
sleeping room. There is a kitchen on the same floor but you have to descend two floors to get to the toilets and
showers. You can also sit outside and make a barbecue or a campfire.
Location and leisure:
Butzweiler is a village 10 km far from Trier with 1.500 inhabitants in a beautiful landscape. The area is well known for
hiking and other outdoor activities. In the village you can find a small supermarket, pubs and restaurants, a primary
school and many different associations with a very active village life. The local inhabitants are already very curious
to get to know you. For sure you will be invited to several parties and other activities. In the leisure time excursions
(e.g. to Trier with its famous Roman sights) or special hiking trips (exploring the rest of the canyon with waterfalls,
caves and the ruins of an old castle) are possible.
Additional information
Location:
Butzweiler

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

FRA
Trier, you absolutely have to arrive before 8 p.m. in Trier to catch the last bus to the Butzweiler!
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PROJECT

CODE

Ban Nuclear Weapons Mutlangen Buechel

ICJA02-18

Project details
Code: ICJA02-18

Date: 2018-07-07 / 2018-07-22

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Ban Nuclear Weapons Mutlangen Buechel
Type of work: Manual work (MANU) - Art type (ART) - Festival (FEST)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: MUTLANGEN
Address: Mutlangen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

50.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
Several organizations of the German peace movement are currently running a campaign to ban the last nuclear
weapons which are stationed in Germany. In the eighties huge protests out of the civil society has been successful
and most of the inter-mediate-range missile, called Pershing II, has been disarmed in Germany. But in our world
there are still more than 14.000 nuclear weapons remaining!
The peace-workshop "Friedenswerkstatt Mutlangen" and "International Fellowship of Reconciliation" invite
international volunteers to study peace and support activities against nuclear weapons.
The workcamp will start in Mutlangen, a former location of nuclear missiles, 40 km east of Stuttgart. There the
blockades against the missiles have been successfull. In the second part we move on to the military air-base
Buechel on the Eifel hills, where still nuclear weapons are stationed. The workcamp will end when group is back in
Mutlangen.
Participants will get to know and discuss history and actual questions of nuclear dis-armament, trust-building and
non violence.
The campaign:
Twenty nuclear bombs are still kept in the airbase Buechel. They belong to the US Army and in case of war, they
would be flown by German pilots on the command of the president of the USA. Instead of abolished, as the
international law demands, these weapons are going to be upgraded. The campaign "Buechel is everywhere Global Zero Now" demands the stop of the so called modernization of the bombs, the removal from Germany and a
legal ban of all nuclear weapons. The campaign is part of ICAN, (International Campaign to abolish Nuclear
Weapons), which got the Nobel Peace Prize last year.
Work:
Volunteers are invited to join our campaigns and activities for promoting peace dur-ing the time of the workcamp.
You will help us through your participation and through some manual and artistic work: In Mutlangen we will create a
wall painting promoting a peaceful world. And together we will design and create another artistic installation for the
so called “peace mead-ow” in Buechel and support the campaign against the remaining nuclear weapons. We
believe that campaigns for nuclear disarmament and non violence conflict resolu-tion are messages worth to be
spread in the media. We invite to you to learn from best examples in peace building and to help us to share these
examples in social media as messages of peace. If possible you can translate them into your language. Such skills
are particularly welcome!
In both places you will do garden work: There is a little garden for vegetables and flowers in Mutlangen and in
Buechel you can help to enlarge the peace meadow.
Study part:
The participants will receive information about nuclear weapons, ongoing nuclear armament programs and efforts of
disarmament and reconciliation. We will share experiences about different forms of action for peace.
Accomodation and food:
We sleep in tents. In Mutlangen in the garden of the “Pressehütte”. In Büchel in a peace camp on a field beside the
military airfield. You will need sleeping pad and sleeping bag. Vegetarian Food will be prepared together.
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PROJECT

CODE

Ban Nuclear Weapons Mutlangen Buechel

ICJA02-18

Location and leisure:
The participants can visit rurals and urban attractions nearby

Additional information
Location:
Mutlangen

Remarks
You will need sleeping bag and isolation sheet. Food will be vegetarian. The work-camp starts and ends in
Mutlangen. A motivation letter is needed. Please let us know about your studies, work interests and concerns. Do
not forget to bring a warm sweater and clothes, nights can be rather cold even in summer.
Participation fee:
We ask for a contribution of 50.- Euro for the travel costs during the workcamp.
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

STR
Schwaebisch Gmuend
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PROJECT

CODE

Muellerhof Mittweida

ICJA03-18

Project details
Code: ICJA03-18

Date: 2018-07-13 / 2018-07-27

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Muellerhof Mittweida
Type of work: Manual work (MANU) - Environmental (ENVI) - Art type (ART)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: MITTWEIDA
Address: Mittweida
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
The camp takes place at the “Müllerhof”, which is a reconstructed traditional half-timbered farmhouse. It runs a
socio-cultural center of the local community which offers creative workshops and courses aimed to the personal
development. Nearby is the so-called “garden of senses” which consists of a small park, a play area, trees for
climbing and a natural stage for events with an 80 year old circus-wagon. It also has an area with herbal garden and
berry bushes. Lots of workcamps helped to embellish the house and the garden.
It is planned that you will work together with local students and pupils, good possibility to improve your German
language skills.
Work:
This year is planned to renovate a stage made of wood and to embellish an old construction site trailer. This means
to work with wood and to be creative with paints.
The stage is located in our garden, after you changed some beams and planks of the construction, it can be used
again for our events. The trailer needs to be prepared as tool shed and you are welcome to decorate him with a
graffiti !
Important as well is the work in the “Garten der Sinne”, which needs maintenance every year. Especially the tunnels
made of wicker. Volunteers will be integrated into the household and are asked to cook for approximately 20 guests
and stuff of the Müllerhof.
In the end of the workcamp an international evening is planned as big party for the volunteers and guests of
Muellerhof. You are invited to introduce your country and to offer typical food of our country. In addition there will be
a band playing and a teacher will show how to dance traditional folkdances
Study part:
Volunteers can explore the possibilities and activities of the Müllerhof as an example of a socio cultural center.
Accomodation and food:
The participants will sleep in the big loft of the Muellerhof (80m²) which includes a shower and toilets. Food will be
prepared together in the big kitchen of the Muellerhof
Location and leisure:
Mittweida is surrounded by a nice landscape with nice places waiting to be visited. Next interesting cities are
Freiberg, Leipzig, Dresden. There is a university for applied science with lots of international students.
There is a range of possibilities for excursions and visits of interesting places:
Guided tour through the University of Applied Sciences, visits to the town hall, museum and church of Mittweida. We
will also offer outdoor activities and guided hiking-tours in the area (e.g. a hike to a dam, the fortress Kriebstein or
the Rochlitzer Porphyrberg). It‘s also possible to visit the cities nearby: Dresden, Leipzig or Chemnitz.
Additional information
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PROJECT

CODE

Muellerhof Mittweida

ICJA03-18

Location:
Mittweida

Remarks
Please bring a sleeping bag and working clothes with you.

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

DRS
Mittweida near Dresden
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PROJECT

CODE

Youth Center Eilenburg

ICJA04-18

Project details
Code: ICJA04-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-07-28

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Youth Center Eilenburg
Type of work: Manual work (MANU) - Cultural (CULT) - Sport (SPOR)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: EILENBURG
Address: Eilenburg
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
The small town Eilenburg provides a wide range of youth clubs. Host of this workcamp is the youth club Falle (“trap”)
which is located in former barracks. In the same building there are situated some more social, sportive and cultural
projects.
Work:
After the successful workcamps of the last year, volunteers will again help in renovating some facilities in the town
and in the local zoo. Beside this volunteers help is needed in the renovation of the surrounding of the local youth
center. You can select from various tasks waiting: to set up benches, to renew a volleyball field, to repair different
enclosures, etc.
Study: Volunteers will learn about different types of youth culture in Germany
Accomodation and food:
Volunteers will live in the local youth center called „House IV“. The group can cook for itself in a modern kitchen.
Location and leisure:
The leisure time program will be organized together with the local Eilenburg youth groups and clubs. The focus lies
here on the encounter and the exchange with local adolescents. Also there are sports activities such as soccer,
volleyball, swimming and bowling. In addition there will be a cultural program. A trip to Leipzig and Dresden is
scheduled. You can get to know the rich history of Eilenburg through guided tours in the museum and in the cellars,
located in the hill in the center of the city.
Region: Eilenburg is a small town with approx. 17 000 inhabitants, situated on the border of the „Dübener Heide“
and approximately 25km from the exhibition city Leipzig. Its rich history of over thousand years, makes it easy to call
it one of the cradles of Saxony. The continuous rule of the Wettins-Dynasty beginning with the Earl of Ilburg in the
11th century was carried on until 1918. Part of their territory is the state of Saxony today.
In medieval times and during industrialization Eilenburg was a rich city. At the time of Martin Luther its main
business was brewery and in the 19th century it was a national center of textile industries. But Eilenburg also was
devastated several times in its history. In April 1945, Eilenburg was almost completely destroyed.
As the only evidence of former rich times remained the „Sorbenturm“ as a remaining part of the Ilburg. It was
assumedly built in the 12th century at the highest part of the 220m x 150m plateau. A loop footpath outside the
castle wall connects the „Sorbenturm“ with the „Amtshaus”(deanery), the former county court. This path has been
renewed with the help of the volunteers in the last workcamps.
Additional information
Location:
Eilenburg
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PROJECT

CODE

Youth Center Eilenburg

ICJA04-18

Remarks
Sleeping bags and camping mats should be brought by you, it is also necessary to bring work clothes, raingear and
sturdy shoes.
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

LEJ
Eilenburg
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PROJECT

CODE

Heavens Rock Spangenberg

ICJA05-18

Project details
Code: ICJA05-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-08-06

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Heavens Rock Spangenberg
Type of work: Work with kids (KIDS) - Festival (FEST) - Cultural (CULT)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: SPANGENBERG
Address: Spangenberg
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
Spangenberg is a small village south of Kassel, in the middle of Germany. The „Himmelsfels“(Heavens rock) in
Spangenberg is with 8 hectares attached to it. In Himmelsfels are embassies of different countries - caravans that
have been modified artistically by international guests of the Himmelsfels. Every year in Himmelsfels there are
events concerning art, culture, gospel music and several international youth camps.
The volunteers of the workcamp will help to enrich the current youth camps by becoming part of our international
staff and supporting the activities by working with kids and becoming international ambassadors for their own
countries. This program includes a project of artistic decoration and renovation of our embassies (Caravans) of
international friendship.
The “Himmelsfels” foundation is a Christian organization which aims: to develop spaces for intercultural and
ecumenical exploration, as well as to motivate people for a life characterized by equality and common values. The
project is especially directed to young people who support and are eager to join the community of Christian
spirituality. For more information please see: http://www.himmelsfels.de/
Work:
Workcamp participants are invited to work in different fields: Manual, artistically, pedagogical. During the youth
camps, you will have contact with kids from diverse background and join their activities as well. You are requested to
be prepared as “ambassador” of the peoples living in your country. It would be helpful to be prepared to offer your
own workshop artistically, musically or athletically at home and bring lots of ideas. In addition all volunteers will have
the chance to introduce their country in an open evening. You should gather ideas at home and bring material for
creating this evening. Further information will be provided after the placement in the workcamp. Beside the
announced activities the volunteers will also need to take responsibility by leading groups of young campers in daily
works like catering and cleaning.
Study part: The study part of this workcamp will be dominated mostly by the question about life between past and
future, tradition and modernity, small-town-life and global correlations. Working on the “Himmelsfels“, always
encourage encounters between people from different cultures and diverse background. Religion will be reflected by
experience Himmelsfels as place of ecumenical Christian believes in diversity.
Accomodation and food:
There will be basic and simple accommodation. You will be sleeping in caravans. Please bring a sleeping bag. As
some summer nights can get cold in Germany, please bring some warm clothes and raingear!
Location and leisure:
The small town Spangenberg is situated between hills in a green countryside in the middle of Germany. Leisure
activities will be arranged according the needs of the group. There will be the possibility to visit Kassel, town of the
world wide know art exhibition "Documenta".
Additional information
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PROJECT

CODE

Heavens Rock Spangenberg

ICJA05-18

Location:
Spangenberg

Remarks
Basic knowledge in German language is helpful in the contact with the Kids. Volunteers with interest in performing
arts are very welcome and it would be great if you are interested in Christian spirituality. After confirmation, you will
have to sign a self-commitment statement in terms of legal protection for children and young persons. Please bring
a sleeping bag. As some summer nights can get cold in Germany, please bring some warm clothes and raingear!
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

FRA
Melsungen train station, near Kassel
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PROJECT

CODE

Moerenkamp - Hut Goslar

ICJA06-18

Project details
Code: ICJA06-18

Date: 2018-07-21 / 2018-08-04

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Moerenkamp - Hut Goslar
Type of work: Construction (CONS) - Manual work (MANU) - Cultural (CULT)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: GOSLAR
Address: Goslar
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
The youth department of the town Goslar is using the so called Moehrencamp- Hut as location for its activities
offered for classes, groups from Kindergarden and children play schemes. The hut is situated in the wood of the
mountain Harz, near to a camping place.
During the middle age Goslar was a very important city. Due to rich silver mines it became a mining town and
according to its relevance for the German Emperors you can still find some remaining buildings of the medieval
palace, nowadays called “Kaiserpfalz”. The former silver mine “Rammelsberg” and the historic center are even
counted to the UNESCO world heritage sites. For further information see www.rammelsberg.de/en/. Many tourists
like to enjoy the specific atmosphere of this town by strolling through the old part of the city and visiting museums,
cafes and restaurants.
Work:
There are different projects where volunteers can help a lot. According to the skills of the volunteers and the interest
of the group, your manual work can give valuable contribution. Work can be done like: to pave a new path through
the wood to the hut, to build a new fence around the property or to construct an innovative toilette system.
Accomodation and food:
Volunters will be hosted in the Grammar school “Goetheschule” in the city of Goslar. You can use showers, a big
kitchen and you will sleep in two classrooms, equipped with camp beds. Please bring sleeping bag and a pillow (if
you need one).
Location and leisure:
The youth department will offer a range of activities as cultural programme: Volunteers can visit lots of the ancient
places of interest in and around Goslar. It is also possible to hike through the picturesque nature of the “National
Park Harz”. There is also the option to organize an intercultural party together with other youth groups, which will be
visit Goslar at the same time. It will depend to the interest of the group.
Additional information
Location:
Goslar

Remarks
Please bring sleeping bag and a pillow (if you need one).
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PROJECT

CODE

Moerenkamp - Hut Goslar

ICJA06-18

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

HAJ
Goslar
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PROJECT

CODE

Nature Discovery Park Prenzlau

ICJA10-18

Project details
Code: ICJA10-18

Date: 2018-08-06 / 2018-08-18

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Nature Discovery Park Prenzlau
Type of work: Manual work (MANU) - Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: PRENZLAU
Address: Prenzlau
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:
Since many years now, the City Hall of Prenzlau is hosting successful workcamps. Prenzlau is the capital of one of
the biggest counties in Germany. The historical name of this landscape is Uckermark. The town is located
approximately 100 km north of the national capital Berlin, 50 km from Stettin in Poland and 80 km from the Baltic
Sea. The area is surrounded by natural parks (for example Biosphere Reserve Schorfheide-Chorin) and large lakes.
Near the lake „Unteruckersee“ you can find the nature discovery park (“Naturerlebnispark”) of Prenzlau. In this park
visitors can learn a lot about nature. Kids are invited to get in contact with different farm animals. Adults can
participate in workshops or inform themselves about ecological gardening, sustainable lifestyle and interesting
natural phenomena.
Work:
Volunteers are invited to support this little park and its actual project called “accessible farm” (Begehbarer
Bauernhof). This means mainly working with wood, for example to build wooden fences as protection area for the
pets. Or another important task will be to decorate the facilities and the compound with artistic design. For more
information please visit: https://www.naturerlebnis-uckermark.de/
Study part: Volunteers can learn about the concept of the nature discovery park. You will discover interesting details
such as a house made of clay and bales of straw ore how to take care of bees and its hive. It would be great if you
can report about similar projects in your country.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation will be offered in the compound of the park. There is one big wooden hut with several separate
rooms which offer nice space for groups: Sleeping rooms and a recreation and cooking area. Toilets and showers
are nearby. After a long day you can enjoy evening mood at the shore of the lake in few minutes walking distance.
WiFi is available.
Location and leisure:
Leisure time: There will be offered encounters with German groups of youngsters, for example visiting of the local
youth club or a visit in a German school.
In your free time, you can use the offers of the park, you can go swimming and excursions to local destinations will
be offered.
In the weekend, the group can decide to make a trip to Berlin or to Stettin in Poland or to the Baltic See.
Additional information
Location:
Prenzlau
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PROJECT

CODE

Nature Discovery Park Prenzlau

ICJA10-18

Remarks
Solid footwear is required for all outdoor work in grounds. Volunteers should bring some warm clothing as the
accommodation block is not heated and night time temperatures in August may drop to +12 degrees Celsius.
Sleeping bag is needed.
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

TXL
Prenzlau Mainstation
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PROJECT

CODE

Your commitment for the forest Oberharz - Schulenberg

IJGD 18209-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 18209-18

Date: 2018-07-21 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Your commitment for the forest Oberharz - Schulenberg
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: SCHULENBERG
Address: Schulenberg
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
The Harz with its mountains, stalactite caves, mining museums and forests is a popular holiday destination and
recreational area. Above the Oker dams, 550m above NN and in the middle of the forest, you will find Haus
Ahrendsberg, part of the Waldpädagogikzentrum Harz, which will be the starting point for the activities of your group.
Here you will help the forestry office Clausthal with nature and environment reservation work and contribute to
preserving the habitat for (rare) plants and animals. Together with experienced foresters, you will care for a number
of biotopes and forest stands. You will build protective deer fences and get an insight into ecological and economical
duties of a forestry. For 4 days you will work 7.5h, Fridays are off.
Accomodation and food:
Shared rooms in the Waldpädagogikzentrum Harz. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
The Waldpädagogikzentrum offers a range of free time activities on site: a football field, a volleyball field, basketball
hoop, barbecue hut, campfire site and a small baking house, in which you can bake your own bread. A party room
with table football, table tennis, seminar room with television and DVD player. With all this, you can almost forget
that there is very bad cellphone reception in the mountains, but the surrounding area is great for hiking trips. The
closest bus stop is 6.5km away, but the forestry supports you with transfer options for your weekend trips and
grocery shopping. Additional free time activities can be found close by: the tree top path in Bad Harzburg; Hiking to
the Brocken; UNESCO World Heritage mine Rammelsberg in Goslar. www.wpz-harz.de or www.harzinfo.de.
Requirements:
For people, who really love nature, outdoor garments have to be brought along, the accommodation is very remote
in the middle of the forest.
Additional information
Location:
Schulenberg

Remarks
For people, who really love nature, outdoor garments have to be brought along, the accommodation is very remote
in the middle of the forest.
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PROJECT

CODE

Your commitment for the forest Oberharz - Schulenberg

IJGD 18209-18

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

HAJ
Bad Harzburg
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PROJECT

CODE

On the trails of mining history – Goslar

IJGD 18210-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 18210-18

Date: 2018-07-21 / 2018-08-04

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: On the trails of mining history – Goslar
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: GOSLAR
Address: Goslar
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
This project offers a great insight into the UNESCO World Heritage site Rammelsberg. Rammelsberg is a closed
down mine ore mine, which is nowadays used as a museum open to the public. If you feel like supporting the
museums team twice a week with your volunteer work with landscape conservation work on the premise and, on top
of that, are interested in helping with the restoration of objects from the collection of the museum, this is the right
place for you! You can find additional information about the place here: https://www.rammelsberg.de/ - your
accommodation: www.ferienwohnungen-goslar.com
Accomodation and food:
Three homely, yet individual holiday apartments in a house close to the project. Shared rooms, single beds, double
beds and bunk beds. Cosy lounge area. You cook together.
Location and leisure:
Goslar is a medium sized town with 50.000 residents. The oldtown, as well as the ore mine Rammelsberg, where
you will work, are part of the UNESCO World Heritage. Goslar offers many activities, such as shopping, swimming,
visiting museums or going to the cinema. The local train station of Goslar can be reached by bus or a 2km walk.
From there you can get connections to various cities in the area. You can take a trip to the provincial capital of
Hannover or into the Harz mountains, where you find wonderful hiking trails. Additional information can be found
here: the city of Goslar: www.goslar.de
Requirements:
Parties are not permitted in the accommodation.
Additional information
Location:
Goslar

Remarks
Parties are not permitted in the accommodation.

How to get
Airport:

HAJ
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PROJECT

CODE

On the trails of mining history – Goslar

Bus/train station:

IJGD 18210-18

Goslar
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PROJECT

CODE

Ecology and Sustainability in the forest – Wildemann

IJGD 18215-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 18215-18

Date: 2018-07-21 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Ecology and Sustainability in the forest – Wildemann
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: WILDEMANN
Address: Wildemann
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
The forest areas in the Oberharz are nature reserve ? but also recreational areas. As big coherent forest areas, they
are significant for climate protection. You help with nature and environmental protection work and thereby, contribute
to the conservation of habitat for (rare) plants and animals and restoring the balance of nature. Cultivation of young
deciduous trees, near-natural design of waters, but also building hunting facilities, repairing park benches, huts and
hiking signs are part of the group's job. You will work in small alternating groups and get an insight into the
ecological duties of a forestry.
Accomodation and food:
Shared rooms in a youth hostel. You cook together.
Location and leisure:
The Harz with its mountains, stalactite caves, mining museums and forests is a popular holiday destination and
recreational area. The forester will organise hiking trip to the 'Brocken' for the group. Wildemann itseld is a small
mountain community of 1.000 residents, surrounded by various hiking trails. Wildemann has an outdoor swimming
pool, a glow golf facility and Minigolf. The 19-Lachter-Stollen, a discontinued mine is worth a day trip, too. For more
information: www.harzinfo.de; www.wildemann.de, www.brocken-harz.de
Requirements:
You will work 7.5 h a day on 4 days, Fridays are off.
Additional information
Location:
Wildemann

Remarks
You will work 7.5 h a day on 4 days, Fridays are off.

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

HAJ
Goslar
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PROJECT

CODE

Children's games at the Adventure Camp – Wismar

IJGD 18240-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 18240-18

Date: 2018-07-07 / 2018-07-28

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Children's games at the Adventure Camp – Wismar
Type of work: Work with kids (KIDS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: WISMAR
Address: Wismar
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
You like playing with children and want to make sure that children from Wismar have a great holiday? Then join us
and look after children in Wismar. There will be 40 to 100 children, aged 6 to 12, who will take part in the great
holiday play event on a daily basis. Every day has its own theme and with your ideas you can help to turn these
days, filled with creative events as well as sports events, into a truly remarkable experience for the children. Add
international flair to the game weeks by contributing games, songs and creative ideas from your home countries.
During the first week you will prepare a press conference and our ideas for games and activities. After that, in the
second and third week, you and the educational professionals will look after the children who attend the event and
put your planned games into action. Have a look at your adventurous accommodation here:
https://wagenburg.wobau-wismar.de) It is located on the outskirts of Wismar (www.wismar.de) and for trips into the
city and the area, you will have bikes at your disposal. If you want to have a look at the big sheltered play park, the
farmer's barn, follow the link: https://bauernscheune.wobau-wismar.de. You have to have a basic German language
skills to be able to communicate with the children in the camp. Most of the camp communication will take place in
German and English. Please remember to bring ideas for games and music from your home countries!
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in the „Wagenburg“, a small camp with Western style wagons, a barbecue site and clay oven. You cook
together.
Location and leisure:
In the „Wagenburg“ you can play volleyball and football. For trips to the Baltic Sea and the city centre, you will have
bikes at your disposal. The city of Wismar is one of the most beautiful old Hanseatic cities on the Coast of the Baltic
Sea. You also have the option of taking trips to Lübeck, Rostock or the island of Poel.
Requirements:
Please bring ideas for games and music from your home countries!
Additional information
Location:
Wismar
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PROJECT

CODE

Children's games at the Adventure Camp – Wismar

IJGD 18240-18

Remarks
Please bring ideas for games and music from your home countries!

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

HAM
Wismar
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PROJECT

CODE

Childcare on the beautiful Baltic Sea - Kiel

IJGD 18243-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 18243-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-08-04

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Childcare on the beautiful Baltic Sea - Kiel
Type of work: Work with kids (KIDS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: KIEL
Address: Kiel
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
The AWO have been offering their “Strandfahrten” to the Falckensteiner Strand for over 90 years now. Each time up
to 270 children, aged 6 to 13, can participate in a week long adventure (Monday to Friday) with different activities:
participating in organised games, playing and exploring the forest and the beach. Each week has its own project
theme and different activities going along with it. You will work from Monday to Friday from 9AM to 4PM. In the first
week you will have the Monday off while working together with AWO care takers on Tuesday and Wednesday. This
will give you a chance to get to know each other and the project. On Thursday and Friday you will prepare week 2
and 3. In these weeks you will also work hand in hand with the AWO caretakers, but organise your own projects
within your work camp group, caring for alternating groups of children. This is the time to show your creativity and
own ideas. Bring along some songs, games or ideas for arts and crafts inspired by your home countries – this will
add to the international atmosphere of the camp. If you enjoy spending time with children, working outside,
swimming and like working in a big team, you will have a great time and bring home lots of memories and valuable
experiences. The Baltic Sea Youth Village Falckenstein is located on the outskirts of Kiel and very close to the
beach of the Kieler Förde. If you want more information on the village visit www.jugenddorf-falckenstein.de
(unfortunately this website is only available in English). You will find some pictures from previous “Strandfahrten”
here, too. In this project you, together with other caretakers from Germany, will be be responsible for alternating
groups of children and thus should have some basic German language skills. The children and also some of the
other caretakers do not speak English, but within your work camp group you will speak a lot of English.
Accomodation and food:
Simple cottage with a green roof, big, shared bedroom; communal showers and bathrooms are located in the main
building (100m from the accommodation). You will partly cook yourselves, partly there will be catering
Location and leisure:
There are plenty of options for how to spend your evenings in the camp: You can go for a swim in the Baltic Sea,
play volleyball, football or table tennis, have relaxing barbecue evenings or take a bus into the city centre of Kiel. A
30min bus trip will take you into Kiel, a city with 200.000 residents and popular tourist destination for tourists from all
over the world.
Requirements:
Please bring ideas for games, creative projects and music fromyour home countries.
Additional information
Location:
Kiel
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PROJECT

CODE

Childcare on the beautiful Baltic Sea - Kiel

IJGD 18243-18

Remarks
Please bring ideas for games, creative projects and music fromyour home countries.

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

HAM
Kiel
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PROJECT

CODE

A new home for bats – Ursensollen

IJGD 28303-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28303-18

Date: 2018-07-28 / 2018-08-18

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: A new home for bats – Ursensollen
Type of work: Construction (CONS) - Environmental (ENVI) - Renovation (RENO)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: URSENSOLLEN
Address: Ursensollen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
The purpose of your work is to rebuild an old brewery cellar, called ?Kellerhäusl?, into a new habitat for bats. A
specialized company will support you in this endeavor. The ?Kellerhäusl? was used as a storage space for beer
brewed in Ursensollen up until 1920. The third week will be dedicated to mending the outside space of the new bat
cellar and planting activities.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in a big and modern school building in Ursensollen. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
The school building is very modern and as you have access to the school gym and all outside facilities, you can play
basketball, football and many other games. You can also participate in festivities and get to know the local youth.
There will also be a trip to Regensburg and Amberg including a boat trip in a traditional boat (Plättenfahrt) on the
Vils.
Requirements:
Additional information
Location:
Ursensollen

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

NUE
Amberg
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PROJECT

CODE

The freedom of simple living – Self-made lifestyle – Georgensgmünd

IJGD 28306-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28306-18

Date: 2018-07-21 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: The freedom of simple living – Self-made lifestyle – Georgensgmünd
Type of work: Art type (ART) - Environmental (ENVI) - Study theme project (STUD)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: GEORGENSGMÜND
Address: Georgensgmünd
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
This ?Umweltstation? (environmental protection station) is a place to reflect on a sustainable lifestyle. Together with
you, we want to take a creative approach to thinking about the outcomes of our consume and throwaway society.
We want to give you an opportunity to find new ways to make your lifestyle simpler, more sustainable and more
individual by using your crafting skills. Only by living a responsible and self-determined life, we can find new ways
and solutions to create a more sustainable future. In three SELF-MADE WORKSHOPS qualified experts will show
you how to use natural material and waste products such as plastic, fabric and wood to design your own products:
"The fabric that dreams are made of" ? Upcycling ideas for old clothes and natural material: Here you can sew hats
out of fabric remnants, print on white bed sheets with the "Ecoprint" technique, color t-shirts with batik technique
and felt or crochet bags, scarves and mobile phone covers. "Ideas replacing Waste" ? Upcycling ideas for plastic,
waste and natural material: Here we will use waste and natural material such as old garden hoses, belts, bicycle
tires, other findings, woody debris, construction steel etc. to design a labyrinth trail for the premise of the
?Umweltstation?. "Creating instead of consuming" ? Upcycling furniture and natural building material: Here we will
take used pallets, wooden debris, clay, straw, wild wood, old tires, metal debris, glass and other findings to design
and create furniture, shelves, glass walls and pallet furniture for the Umweltstation's humus toilet.
Accomodation and food:
Youth club Don Camillo. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
The little village Georgensgmünd is located in the heart of the Franconian lake scenery, surrounded by fields,
meadows with fruit trees and forests. You have lots of possibilities for spending your free time: swimming in the lake,
participating in the traditional local fair or attending concerts at the ?Bardentreffen? or the ?Klassik Open Air? in
Nürnberg. You can also take trips to Munich, Bamberg or Rotheburg. The Klassik Open Air with a picknick will take
place on the 4th of August, the Bardentreffen in Nürnberg will take place from the 27th to the 29th of July. At the
time of the work camp, there will also be a open air tent on the premise of the Umweltstation, where some cultural
events will take place: "We are all Jazz" ? concert, "HOME ? The most amazing pictures of the earth" ? Open Air
Cinema "Vom Hühnerstall zur Umweltstation" ? 30 Jahre Verein Hämmerleinsmühle ? "Wir alle leben unter
denselben Sternen" ? self-made documentary from 2018.
Requirements:
You have to have Basic English language skills and enjoy creative and crafty activities and like cooking. The work
can be physically demanding! Please bring work clothes.Moreover, Basic English lenguaje skills, the work can be
physically demanding.
Additional information
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PROJECT

CODE

The freedom of simple living – Self-made lifestyle – Georgensgmünd

IJGD 28306-18

Location:
Georgensgmünd

Remarks
You have to have Basic English language skills and enjoy creative and crafty activities and like cooking. The work
can be physically demanding! Please bring work clothes.
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

NUE
Georgensgmünd
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PROJECT

CODE

“Gnurspel City” - The City of the Children – Weinsberg

IJGD 28316-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28316-18

Date: 2018-07-28 / 2018-08-18

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: “Gnurspel City” - The City of the Children – Weinsberg
Type of work: Work with kids (KIDS) - Social project (SOCI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: WEINSBERG
Address: Weinsberg
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: German, English

Description
Partner:
Work:
The youth and children's department Weinsberg organizes the two-week children's city event ?Gnurpsel City? for
children aged 9 to 12. The children's city has all institutions and public bodies a real life city has
(www.gnurpselcity.de). The children elect a mayor, have their own currency, look for jobs or enjoy free time activities
such as sports and culture. Your job is to look after the children in the different play areas (mosaic shop, painting,
tailor shop, wood shop) as well as help with taking the tent city down, once the event is over. If you have any special
craftsmanship skills or creative skills, please let us know in your application, maybe we can incorporate them!
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in a youth centre with a kitchen and a gym with showers. You will cook together, but during the time of
the children's city, you will get served lunch.
Location and leisure:
The public transport network in the area is good for making little trips. The youth centre is in direct proximity to the
train station. You can take trips to Heilbronn (Experimenta etc.), Stuttgart (Zoo Wilhelma, Porsche and Daimler
Museum), Heidelberg with its castle and the beautiful old town, Ludwigsburg, which is known for his Baroque
beauty, Sinsheim with its 3D cinema and an automobile and technical museum,.There is also a climbing hall in
Heilbronn and one in Weinsberg.
Requirements:
You have to have basic German language skills and some pedagogic skills. Your working hours will be 12 times for
about 8 hours. Moreover,Basic German languaje skills and some pedagogic skills.
Additional information
Location:
Weinsberg

Remarks
You have to have basic German language skills and some pedagogic skills. Your working hours will be 12 times for
about 8 hours.
How to get
Airport:

STR
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CODE

“Gnurspel City” - The City of the Children – Weinsberg

Bus/train station:

IJGD 28316-18

Weinsberg
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PROJECT

CODE

Help to maintain the forest – Nature Conservation on the Main Markheidenfeld

IJGD 28318-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28318-18

Date: 2018-07-28 / 2018-08-11

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Help to maintain the forest – Nature Conservation on the Main - Markheidenfeld
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: MARKTHEIDENFELD
Address: Marktheidenfeld
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
You will work in a nature conservation project and help the local forestry by removing old fences, which were
formerly meant to protect young seedlings. Additionally, you help plant Douglas firs and install sheep wool as
browsing protection. For maintenance reasons, some young trees have to cut down as well and you can help with
this as well.
Accomodation and food:
You will probably stay in the multi-purpose centre in Rothenfels. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
There is a swimming pool with open air area in Marktheidenfeld. You can go on hiking trips to the Spessart and, if
you are interested, the partner oragnisation can take you on a guided tour through one of Germany's few veneer
factory. The amazing castle of Rothenfels is close by and a nice tourist attraction to visit. From the 10th of August
2018 on, the local funfair Laurenzimesse will take place in Marktheidenfeld.
Requirements:
Please bring your own work gloves, so you are comfortable with them.
Additional information
Location:
Marktheidenfeld

Remarks
Please bring your own work gloves, so you are comfortable with them.

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

FRA
Lohr am Main
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PROJECT

CODE

Active for Nature Conservation – Iserlohn

IJGD 28325-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28325-18

Date: 2018-08-03 / 2018-08-25

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Active for Nature Conservation – Iserlohn
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: ISERLOHN
Address: Iserlohn
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
Iserlohn is a forested town in the Märkischen Kreis. Together with the forest school MK and the forest administration
of Iserlohn you will carry out a number of nature preservation jobs like structuring forest paths, repair paths, remove
fences and maintaining waters and plant habitat. If you are interested, you can learn a lot about the ecological
correlations in the forest.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in the beautiful but slightly remote Brakeler Hütte. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
You will stay in the middle of the forest, where you can light campfires by night or barbecue together. You will have a
minivan at your disposal to enable you to get to know the area, drive to the swimming pool but also take trips to the
big cities Cologne and Düsseldorf or to the Ruhrgebiet.
Requirements:
Additional information
Location:
Iserlohn

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

QDU
Iserlohn
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PROJECT

CODE

Holiday Fun in the Forest – Ingelheim

IJGD 28326-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28326-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-08-12

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Holiday Fun in the Forest – Ingelheim
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: INGELHEIM
Address: Ingelheim
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
Are you a nature lover? Then this is the right work camp for you! You can live and work in the middle of the forest for
three weeks. You help with nature conservation work and carry out important jobs like planting and forest
management, building and repairing fences and grooming biotopes. You will learn a lot about the forest as an
ecosystem! One camp week is dedicated to getting to know the area and taking trips.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in a community centre in the forest. The meals will be partly prepared by the staff, but you will prepare
dinner together.
Location and leisure:
You will stay in the middle of the forest, where you can light campfires by night or barbecue together. You will have a
minivan at your disposal to enable you to get to know the area, drive to the swimming pool but also take trips to the
river Rhein, Koblenz, Mainz or Frankfurt.
Requirements:
Out of the four weeks, you will work 7 hours each day for three weeks, which leaves the one week free for trips. The
accommodation is in the forest, there is no public transport and no village/town in walking distance. Moreover, fot
mature lovers.
Additional information
Location:
Ingelheim

Remarks
Out of the four weeks, you will work 7 hours each day for three weeks, which leaves the one week free for trips. The
accommodation is in the forest, there is no public transport and no village/town in walking distance.
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

FRA
Bingen-Hauptbahnhof
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CODE

The Vikings are out – Childcare – Bad Oeynhausen

IJGD 28332-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28332-18

Date: 2018-08-04 / 2018-08-27

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: The Vikings are out – Childcare – Bad Oeynhausen
Type of work: Work with kids (KIDS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: BAD OEYNHAUSEN
Address: Bad Oeynhausen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: German, English

Description
Partner:
Work:
Every year, the Youth Welfare Office of Bad Oeynhausen organizes a two week long holiday event for 130 children,
ages 6 to 13, who are looked after together with volunteers from the ijgd group. This year, the play park will be
turned into a Viking village. We will not only organize early medieval games, arts and crafts, fashion and expedition
activities, but also build Nordic cabins, stalls and boats. There are no limits to your imagination! For the work with
wood, hammer and saw, the children need supervision and support. In addition, we will organize trips and
sleepovers with the children. During the first week the event will be planned and prepared with the help of the Youth
Welfare Office staff. You also have time to get to know each other and explore not only Bad Oeynhausen but also
other cities. The holiday event will take place in the second and third week. Your creativity and ideas are
appreciated!
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in the central youth centre of the town. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
There are plenty of possibilities to plan your free time in Bad Oeynhausen: it has a vivid art scene, Wilhelminian
architecture, nice cafés and the Balitherme, a water park. Trips to Bielefeld, Hannover or Hamburg, are also a
possibility. In the youth centre you can play pool, table tennis or table soccer and have internet access.
Requirements:
You have to have good German language skills and pedagogic skills.
Additional information
Location:
Bad Oeynhausen

Remarks
You have to have good German language skills and pedagogic skills.

How to get
Airport:

HAJ
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CODE

The Vikings are out – Childcare – Bad Oeynhausen

Bus/train station:

IJGD 28332-18

Bad Oeynhausen
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PROJECT

CODE

Holiday Fun in Ostbevern – Ostbevern

IJGD 28337-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 28337-18

Date: 2018-07-12 / 2018-08-04

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Holiday Fun in Ostbevern – Ostbevern
Type of work: Work with kids (KIDS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: OSTBEVERN
Address: Ostbevern
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:

Work:
Ostbevern is in the heart of the Münsterland. The Children's and Youth Foundation is looking forward to your help
with planning the summer holiday activities for about 150 children, aged 8 to 12. Together with other caregivers, you
will offer sports, games and arts and crafts activities for the children. After an introduction and a time for preparation
in the first couple of days, you will work with and support the children in the different sections. We happily welcome
any special skills, you can contribute. During the holiday games, you will work eight hours a day and have lunch
together.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in premises of scouts. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
There are plenty of free time activities in Ostbevern: skating rink, BMX park, swimming pool. In the youth centre you
can play table soccer, pool and many other games. You can also visit the beautiful towns of Münster und Osnabrück
or take a day trip to the Netherlands.
Requirements:
Pedagogical skills and enjoying being around children are necessary requirements for participation. It helps if you
are creative, are sporty or have craftsmanship skills.
Additional information
Location:
Ostbevern

Remarks
Pedagogical skills and enjoying being around children are necessary requirements for participation. It helps if you
are creative, are sporty or have craftsmanship skills.
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

QDU
Ostbevern
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PROJECT

CODE

”Wild Life in the Forest” - National Park Harz

IJGD 58400-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 58400-18

Date: 2018-07-28 / 2018-08-05

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: ”Wild Life in the Forest” - National Park Harz
Type of work: Construction (CONS) - Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: NATIONALPARK HARZ
Address: Nationalpark Harz
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
The work you will do depends on what will be necessary at the time. The possible jobs include: freeing of copper
beeches: in some areas of the national park Harz, conifers have to be removed to free space for deciduous trees.
The spruces are removed manually, using branch shears and saws. Maintaining hiking trails: many people come to
the national park to seek peace and quiet. Of course there are many hiking trails for that reason. These trails have to
be checked regularly and, if needed, repaired. This could be renewing the surface, repairing handrails etc.
Removing neophytes: neophytes are plants, which grow in non-native areas. Initially, knowingly or unknowingly
planted by humans, they spread and often dominate the habitat, ousting out native plants. Those neophytes have to
be removed manually.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in the forest youth hostel Brunnenbachsmühle in the national park Harz. You will cook together ? your
opportunity to show and share international recipes.
Location and leisure:
You can get to know the legendary mountain wilderness of the national park Harz. The Harz is home to the biggest
mountains in Northern Germany and has a lot to offer: explore its biodiversity on hiking trips, enjoy a ride with the
?Brockenbahn? or just relax in the quiet, appreciate the amazing view of the mountains. For more action, you
always have the opportunity to visit the beautiful cities of Leipzig, Halle, Braunschweig or Berlin.
Requirements:
Additional information
Location:
Nationalpark Harz

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

TXL
Bad Harzburg or Walkenried
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PROJECT

CODE

Old Brickyard Gahlen I - Gahlen

IJGD 78114-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 78114-18

Date: 2018-07-29 / 2018-08-17

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Old Brickyard Gahlen I - Gahlen
Type of work: Construction (CONS) - Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: 03226 GAHLEN
Address: 03226 Gahlen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:

Work:
The inclusive institution for environmental education Interforum e.V. is a place of encounter and activity centre for
people from different backgrounds, located in an old brickyard. As participants of the international work camps you
can take part in the following projects: ecological vegetable and herb cultivation in permaculture, composting of
organic waste products, construction of raised gardening beds and shelters built in traditional straw and clay
construction, cultivating green roofs, planting protective hedges, designing a garden of ruins, harvesting, collecting
seeds for cultivation, garden and landscape art (LandArt with natural, retro and recycled material), upgrading
camper vans and offering harvest produce for self-catering during the open meetings of the youth work and projects
of “die Tafel”.
Accomodation and food:
You will sleep in tents and site trailers. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
During your stay in the camp, you will spend a lot of time outside on the premise, which you will be able to codesign. You are more than welcome to try out what you can do outside: swimming in the lake, cycling, playing
football and sitting by the fire in the evenings, looking at the stars. The lake is only a short distance by bike and of
course you can also cycle into the small towns of Calau or Gahlen and on the weekends even to Berlin or Dresden.
Requirements:
Additional information
Location:
03226 Gahlen

Remarks
-

How to get
Airport:

TXL
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CODE

Old Brickyard Gahlen I - Gahlen

Bus/train station:

IJGD 78114-18

Calau
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PROJECT

CODE

Spend your summer “sans souci” -Potsdam

IJGD 78117-18

Project details
Code: IJGD 78117-18

Date: 2018-07-14 / 2018-08-05

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 26

Name: Spend your summer “sans souci” -Potsdam
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: POTSDAM
Address: Potsdam
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
Work:
Many historical castles and parks in the area of Berlin-Brandenburg are administerd and obtained by the foundation
?Preußische Schlösser und Gärten?. The heart of this 300 year old cultural landscape is the city of Potsdam with its
many historical artefacts, which enclude the castle and park of Sanssouci. You will participate in the extensive
gardening jobs in the park Sanssouci and gain an insight into this very diverse work field. In the park
?Charlottenhof?, which was created by P.J.Lenné in 1883, you will help to maintain paths, meadows and beds and
thereby contribute to the conservation of the garden. You will learn a lot about the diversity of park and gardening
areas during you different jobs in different places.
Accomodation and food:
You will stay in a school and will have access to the showers of the nearby sportspark. You will cook together.
Location and leisure:
Being close to the two regional capitals Potsdam and Berlin, you have plenty of opportunities to enjoy your free time.
You can go sight-seeing or explore the diverse nature with its many lakes and forests. For the duration of your stay,
you will have a ticket at your disposal which allows you to use public transport in Potsdam for free.
Requirements:
Additional information
Location:
Potsdam

Remarks
-

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

TXL
Potsdam
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PROJECT

CODE

Lohmen/Upahl - Lenzen I

NIG08-18

Project details
Code: NIG08-18

Date: 2018-07-02 / 2018-07-15

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Lohmen/Upahl - Lenzen I
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: LOHMEN / UPHAL-LENZEN
Address: Lohmen / Uphal-Lenzen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
This work camp is for nature lovers, since the work will be mainly outdoors. There is a lot of work around the natural
reserve. Since it’s not possible to use common agricultural techniques, volunteers have to do everything
manually. More over every meadow around has to be cut and the grass have to be put aside. The aim of this project
is to help to protect this unique reserve through your contribution. Every spring rare flowers like orchids grow in the
meadow; they need light and space to survive. Salt and orchid meadows are typical for the region. This project will
be done in cooperation with environmental agency of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. Work in a community.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will be staying in a school.
Food: Food is included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
Location and leisure:
Lohmen is a village between Guestrow and Goldberg. The region is famous for its lakes and forests. Lohmen is
surrounded by a natural park. There are interesting possibilities for outdoor activities like a labyrinth, sports grounds,
pedestrian walkways and more. There is a lake in walking distance, where you can swim. Lohmen has about 850
inhabitants and was founded approximately around the 12th century. For further information about Lohmen visit
www.lohmen.de (only available in German).
Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming, hiking…
Additional information
Location:
Lohmen / Uphal-Lenzen

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

SXF
Guestrow – volunteers will be picked up
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PROJECT

CODE

Lohmen/Upahl- Lenzen II

NIG09-18

Project details
Code: NIG09-18

Date: 2018-07-16 / 2018-07-29

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Lohmen/Upahl- Lenzen II
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: LOHMEN/UPAHL- LENZEN
Address: Lohmen/Upahl- Lenzen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
This work camp is for nature lovers, since the work will be mainly outdoors. There is a lot of work around the natural
reserve. Since it’s not possible to use common agricultural techniques, volunteers have to do everything manually.
More over every meadow around has to be cut and the grass have to be put aside. The aim of this project is to help
to protect this unique reserve through your contribution. Every spring rare flowers like orchids grow in the meadow;
they need light and space to survive. Salt and orchid meadows are typical for the region. This project will be done in
cooperation with environmental agency of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will be staying in a school.
Food: Food is included, but meals have to be prepared by the volunteers.
Location and leisure:
Lohmen is a village between Guestrow and Goldberg. The region is famous for its lakes and forests. Lohmen is
surrounded by a natural park. There are interesting possibilities for outdoor activities like a labyrinth, sports grounds,
pedestrian walkways and more. There is a lake in walking distance, where you can swim. Lohmen has about 850
inhabitants and was founded approximately around the 12th century. For further information about Lohmen visit
www.lohmen.de (only available in German).
Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming, hiking…
Additional information
Location:
Lohmen/Upahl- Lenzen

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

SXF
Guestrow train station
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PROJECT

CODE

Lohmen II

NIG10-18

Project details
Code: NIG10-18

Date: 2018-07-30 / 2018-08-12

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Lohmen II
Type of work: Construction (CONS) - Agriculture (AGRI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: GOLDBERG
Address: Goldberg
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
Volunteers will help to renovate the archaeological nature trail of the community. Some kind of work will be to install
a new footpath and create new information boards about the nature trail. The archaeological nature trail passes
many interesting phenomenon’s. Also, the volunteers will help to maintain public parks and the orchard. Work in a
community.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will be staying together in a school.
Food: Food is included, but meals have to be prepared by the volunteers.
Location and leisure:
Lohmen is a village between Guestrow and Goldberg. The region is famous for its lakes and forests. Lohmen is
surrounded by a natural park. There are interesting possibilities for outdoor activities like a labyrinth, sports grounds,
pedestrian walkways and more. There is a lake in walking distance, where you can swim. Lohmen has about 850
inhabitants and was founded approximately around the 12th century. For further information about Lohmen visit
www.lohmen.de (only available in German).
Leisure time activities: Short trips nearby facilities, sport games, barbeque, parties or anything that crosses your
mind can be planned! It's also important that the participants spend their free time together in order to get to know
each other and other cultures.
Requirements:
Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, working clothes, working gloves and motivation.
Additional information
Location:
Goldberg

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

SXF
Guestrow train station
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PROJECT

CODE

Rostock

NIG11-18

Project details
Code: NIG11-18

Date: 2018-08-06 / 2018-08-19

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Rostock
Type of work: Cultural (CULT) - Art type (ART)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: ROSTOCK
Address: Rostock
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
Volunteers will do an unforgettable theatre-project, where they have the chance to be another person on stage. The
volunteers have the opportunity, to evolve a little scene, etude or even a play. Theatre is always a very interesting
exercise to know yourself better or even to discover yourself in another way.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will stay in an apartment.
Food: Full board is included, but meals have to be prepared by the volunteers.
Location and leisure:
The Hanseatic city of Rostock, founded in the 13th century is with 200.000 residents the largest city in MecklenburgWestern Pomerania. It sprawls over both sides of the Warnow and enjoys a thriving overseas trade with Scandinavia
through its large port facility. It is also a city of great importance where the volunteers will among other things
encounter several buildings of historical and cultural value. Due to its proximity to the Baltic Sea and to the river
Warnow Rostock is usually crowded with tourists. There are a lot of opportunities for leisure activities: Among other
things you can go swimming in the sea, canoeing and take a tour in big German metropolis like Berlin and Hamburg.
Rostock is shaped through the university and the students who create a vivid and modern atmosphere. For further
information about the city of Rostock please refer to the website www.rostock.de (also available in English).
Leisure time activities: Short trips to nearby facilities, sport games, barbeque, parties or anything that crosses your
mind can be planned! It's also important that the participants spend their free time together to get to know each other
and other cultures
Requirements:
A few German language skills are beneficial. Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, working clothes, and
motivation.
Additional information
Location:
Rostock

How to get
Airport:

SXF
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PROJECT

CODE

Rostock

Bus/train station:

NIG11-18

Rostock
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PROJECT

CODE

Wüste & Glase

NIG12-18

Project details
Code: NIG12-18

Date: 2018-08-13 / 2018-08-26

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Wüste & Glase
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: WUESTE UND GLASE
Address: Wueste und Glase
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
The volunteers will have to work in the forests and hills. A pond needs to be fenced to protect the rare fire bellied
toad. There are other old fences that need to be removed. In the field of stones the volunteers will have to move
heaps of hay to clear up the area, walking in the paths of the old Germanic people. The volunteers will go by bike
from the accommodation to the working place. The work takes place in cooperation with the “Manfred Hermsen
Stiftung”, the national office for Agriculture and Environment and the nature park “Mecklenburg Switzerland”.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will be staying in bungalows in Dahmen.
Food: Food is included, but meals have to be prepared by the volunteers.
Location and leisure:
The nature protection area “Wüste und Glase” is a domain of the end moraine landscape in Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania. It’s a nature protection area since the 22nd of June 1994 and it goes over 190 hectares. Because of the
privacy and the low exploitation of the place, the conditions are very good. There is a Germanic hill fort which
alludes to settlement in prior periods. “Wüste und Glase” in the heart of the area called “Mecklenburgish
Switzerland” is a wide landscape of forests, lakes, hills and lots of animals, so everyone who likes nature will love
this place.
Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming and short trips to nearby
towns.
Additional information
Location:
Wueste und Glase

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

SXF
Teterow station
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PROJECT

CODE

Teterow III

NIG13-18

Project details
Code: NIG13-18

Date: 2018-08-13 / 2018-08-26

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Teterow III
Type of work: Environmental (ENVI) - Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: TETEROW
Address: Teterow
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
This camp is for nature lovers. The volunteers will work in a nature reserve on a peninsula close to the town
Teterow, called Sauerwerder and situated in the lake Teterow. It is necessary to bring working clothes! The exact
tasks will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and be prepared to participate actively
in all the tasks. The main work will it be to blaze and modernize the pedestrian walkways. Work in nature reserve
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will be staying in an old house in Sauerwerder.
Food: Food is included, but meals have to be prepared by the volunteers.
Location and leisure:
Teterow is a small town in the heart of the charming area known as "Mecklenburgish Switzerland". On all sides the
countryside rises and merges into forested ranges of hills. Besides the historical town center with its marketplace,
town hall and church, two medieval town gates and numerous historical buildings, visitors and tourists will find many
interesting sights and destinations for excursions in Teterow and surroundings. For further information please visit
www.teterow.de
Leisure time activities: Short trips to nearby facilities, sport games, barbeque, parties or anything that crosses your
mind can be planned! It's also important that the participants spend their free time together in order to get to know
each other and other cultures
Requirements:
Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, working clothes, working gloves and motivation.
Additional information
Location:
Teterow

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

SXF
Teterow station
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CODE

Lohmen III

NIG14-18

Project details
Code: NIG14-18

Date: 2018-08-13 / 2018-08-26

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 27

Name: Lohmen III
Type of work: Construction (CONS)
Country: ALEMANIA
Location: LOHMEN
Address: Lohmen
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

0.0 EUR

Languages: English, German

Description
Partner:

Work:
Volunteers will help to renovate the archaeological nature trail of the community. Some kind of work will be to install
a new footpath and create new information boards about the nature trail. The archaeological nature trail passes
many interesting phenomenon’s. Also, the volunteers will help to maintain public parks and the orchard. Work in a
community.
Accomodation and food:
Accommodation: The volunteers will be staying together in a school.
Food: Food is included, but meals have to be prepared by the volunteers.
Location and leisure:
Lohmen is a village between Guestrow and Goldberg. The region is famous for its lakes and forests. Lohmen is
surrounded by a natural park. There are interesting possibilities for outdoor activities like a labyrinth, sports grounds,
pedestrian walkways and more. There is a lake in walking distance, where you can swim. Lohmen has about 850
inhabitants and was founded approximately around the 12th century. For further information about Lohmen visit
www.lohmen.de (only available in German).
Leisure time activities: Short trips nearby facilities, sport games, barbeque, parties or anything that crosses your
mind can be planned! It's also important that the participants spend their free time together in order to get to know
each other and other cultures.
Requirements:
Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, working clothes, working gloves and motivation.
Additional information
Location:
Lohmen

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

SXF
Guestrow station
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